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Abstract. Measurements of tropospheric hydroxyl (OH) and hydroperoxy (HO 2 ) radicals were made during the MCMA (Mexico City Metropolitan Area) field campaign as part of the MILAGRO (Megacity Initiative: Local and Global Research Observations) project during March 2006. These radicals were measured using a laser-induced fluorescence instrument developed at Indiana University. This new instrument takes advantage of the Fluorescence Assay by Gas Expansion technique (FAGE) together with direct excitation and detection of OH at 308 nm. HO 2 is indirectly measured as OH by titration with NO inside the fluorescence cell. At this stage of development, IU-FAGE is capable of detecting 3.9×10 5 molecule/cm 3 of both OH and HO 2 , with a signal to noise ratio of 1, an averaged laser power of 10-mW and an averaging time of 5-min. The calibration accuracies (1σ ) are ±17% for OH and ±18% for HO 2 using the water-vapor photolysis/O 2 actinometry calibration technique.
OH and HO 2 concentrations were successfully measured at an urban site in Mexico City, with observed concentrations comparable to those measured in other polluted environments. Enhanced levels of OH and HO 2 radicals were observed on several days between 09:30-11:00 a.m. and suggest an intense photochemistry during morning hours that may be due to elevated sources of HO x (OH+HO 2 ) and a fast cycling between the radicals under the high NO x (NO+NO 2 ) conditions of the MCMA.
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Introduction
Hydroxyl (OH) and hydroperoxy (HO 2 ) radicals have been a subject of considerable interest since it was suggested that OH was produced at sufficient concentrations in the troposphere to initiate the oxidation of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and other trace gases (Levy, 1971 (Levy, , 1972 . Such processes lead to the production of organic peroxy radicals (RO 2 ), which are converted back into OH via HO 2 through successive reactions involving nitric oxide (NO). Because of its high reactivity, OH controls lifetime and fate of most ambient trace gases and therefore is an important oxidant in the gas-phase photochemistry of the troposphere.
Urban environments are typically characterized by high concentrations of nitrogen oxides (NO x =NO+NO 2 ) and VOCs. These areas exhibit a complex oxidation chemistry involving odd hydrogen radicals (HO x =OH+HO 2 ), VOCs, and NO x that leads to the formation of ozone and secondary aerosols. Understanding the coupling between HO x and NO x in the presence of VOCs is essential for the design of efficient strategies seeking to reduce the impact of anthropogenic emissions on air quality over urbanized areas. Measurements of OH and HO 2 can provide a critical test of our understanding of this fast photochemistry .
Laser-induced fluorescence is a versatile technique for the sensitive detection of simple molecules such as OH, as well as HCHO and NO 2 , both in the laboratory and in the free atmosphere (Clemitshaw, 2004) . This technique has been used successfully to measure HO x radicals in the Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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S. Dusanter et al.: Measurements of HO x concentrations during MCMA-2006 stratosphere (Wennberg et al., 1995) and in the troposphere using two different excitationdetection schemes. Initial instruments were based on OH excitation at 282 nm and red-shifted fluorescence detection at 308 nm, allowing optical filtering of the OH fluorescence from the intense scattered laser-light. This detection scheme has been applied with success in the stratosphere, but is not applicable in the troposphere where the higher ambient pressure and the high content of water-vapor lead to the production of OH from the photo-dissociation of O 3 at 282-nm (R1) by the laser beam, and the subsequent reaction of the photoproduct, O( 1 D), with water-vapor:
The laser-generated OH can be excited within the same laser pulse that produced it, resulting in a quadratic dependence of the detected OH signal with laser power.
In order to reduce the O 3 -water photolytic interference, while keeping a high instrumental sensitivity, a second detection technique based on OH excitation and detection at 308 nm and at low-pressure is widely used for tropospheric measurements . Ambient air is expanded inside a detection cell and OH is probed by lowenergy laser pulses generated at a high repetition-rate. This sampling technique, known as Fluorescence Assay by Gas Expansion (FAGE), exhibits several advantages: (i) Sampling at low pressure reduces the concentration of both O 3 and H 2 O in the sampled air mass, as well as other trace gases, reducing the production of laser-generated OH as well as unwanted secondary chemistry (Stevens et al., 1994) . (ii) The fluorescence lifetime of the excited OH radical is extended to hundreds of nanoseconds due to lower quenching rates, allowing temporal filtering of the weak OH fluorescence from the scattered laser light. In addition, excitation of the OH radical at 308-nm instead of 282-nm further reduces the photolytic interference by a factor of approximately 30 due to a lower O 3 absorption cross section and a lower quantum yield for the production of O( 1 D) (Stevens et al., 1994) . Note that the use of a high repetition-rate laser system that delivers low-energy pulses, but a high average power, also reduces the photolytic production of OH from each pulse. Instruments based on the FAGE design with resonant detection of OH at 308-nm have proven their ability to perform measurements of tropospheric OH by reducing the photolytic interference below negligible levels .
Laser-Induced Fluorescence instruments as well as Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometer (CIMS) and Differential Optical Absorption Spectrometer (DOAS) instruments have been used extensively to characterize the HO x chemistry in a variety of different environments . However, only a few investigations have focused on urban areas (Table 1 ). In addition to the local impacts of urban air quality, understanding the photochemistry of urban environments is important, as they may have a strong impact on regional air quality and global climate change (Molina and Molina, 2004) .
In this paper we report the description of a HO x instrument developed at Indiana University (IU-FAGE) based on the Fluorescence Assay by Gas Expansion technique and the resonant detection scheme at 308-nm. This instrument was first deployed as part of the Mexico City Metropolitan Area (MCMA) field campaign during March of 2006, and successfully measured daytime OH and HO 2 concentrations. The qualitative behavior of HO x concentrations during MCMA-2006 is examined and compared to observations from previous urban field campaigns. A more detailed analysis of the data, including model comparisons and a discussion of the radical budget will be presented in a companion paper (Dusanter et al., 2009 ).
Instrument description
The IU-FAGE instrument takes advantage of the Laser-Induced Fluorescence Assay by Gas Expansion technique (LIF-FAGE) to probe the OH radical at low pressure together with excitation and detection of OH at 308-nm. IU-FAGE is equipped with a high repetition-rate laser system, a sampling cell for ambient air expansion, a reference cell for wavelength calibration, and a gated detection system.
High repetition rate laser system and laser-light propagation
A schematic of IU-FAGE instrument is shown in Fig. 1 . The laser light is generated at a repetition rate of 6 kHz using a dye laser (Lambda Physik, Scanmate 1) pumped by the second harmonic of a pulsed Nd:YAG laser (Spectra Physics Navigator II YHP40-532Q). The primary emission of the dye laser was found to be optimum using a mixture of Rhodamine 640 in isopropanol. Approximately 7 W of laser light at 532-nm from the Nd:YAG laser produces 150-200 mW at 616-nm from the dye laser. The 616-nm emission is frequency doubled by a BBO (Beta Barium Borate) crystal, and the second harmonic is separated from the fundamental by a system of prisms. The resulting laser beam at 308-nm exhibits a pulse-width of approximately 20-ns and an averaged laser power of 1-15 mW. A planoconvex lens, tilted to correct the laser beam astigmaticity, focuses the light onto an optical fiber launcher assembly employed to propagate the laser-beam to the sampling cell. Two different optical fibers (Thor Labs), 2 and 12-m long, are used depending on the experiment requirements. These fibers, with their optical launchers, exhibit respective transmittances of 45% and 37%. Two quartz plates are positioned at an incident angle of 45 • in the path of the laser beam after the BBO crystal. The (Mao et al., 2009) , and are approximately a factor of 1.6 times higher than the previously reported values shown here. first plate is used to deliver a small fraction of the UV light to a reference cell for wavelength calibration. The second plate allows monitoring the laser power at the output of the dye laser using a photodiode detector (UDT-555UV, OSI Optoelectronics) equipped with an interference filter (308-nm, ESCO products).
Sampling and reference Cells
The sampling cell design is based on the Ground-based Tropospheric Hydrogen Oxides Sensor developed at Pennsylvania State University (Stevens et al., 1994; Mather et al., 1997; Faloona et al., 2004) . The current version of IU-FAGE uses a single axis for successive measurement of OH and HO 2 radicals (Fig. 2 ). The sampling cell consists of a central aluminum cube 11.4-cm in length, a cylindrical inlet nozzle (5cm diameter, 20-cm long) and a multi-pass cell (White design). Inner walls are anodized in order to minimize light scattering. Ambient air is pumped through a flat pinhole approximately 1-mm in diameter and is expanded along the length of the nozzle. A loop injector is located downstream the sampling inlet to allow the addition of either nitric oxide (NO, Matheson, 99.8%) or perfluoropropylene (C 3 F 6 , Matheson, 99.8%). These gases are respectively used to convert ambient HO 2 into OH or to scavenge ambient OH before the detection axis. The loop was designed with radial holes pointing towards the center of the nozzle to improve the gas mixing and to avoid potential wall reactions. Three mechanical vacuum pumps (Leybold D16B, 20 m 3 h −1 ) are connected in parallel to provide a flow rate of 10 SLPM (Standard Liter Per Minute), allowing air to be refreshed rapidly at the detection axis. The internal pressure is kept at 5.3±0.2 hPa and is monitored at the bottom of the cell by an absolute capacitance gauge (MKS 0-10 Torr, better than 1% precision).
The operating pressure was chosen for the following reasons: (i) an early FAGE instrument exhibited an unusual drop in sensitivity with an increase of the ambient water-vapor mixing ratio by operating the sampling cell at a lower pressure (Hofzumahaus et al., 1996; Creasey et al., 1997) . This effect was attributed to radical scavenging on water cluster formed in the cold zone of the gas expansion. (ii) The sensitivity is strongly dependent on the operating pressure ; however, this dependence is minimized around 5.3 hPa and potential pressure changes during field measurements would induce less variation on the sensitivity than at other pressures.
A White-type multi-pass cell is used inside the sampling cell to improve the instrumental sensitivity by increasing the amount of generated fluorescence. It consists of three 1-in.diameter mirrors, UV coated for high reflectivity (R>99.9%) at 308-nm with a base length of 250-cm. The entrance mirror has two cut-outs allowing the laser beam to enter and leave the sampling cell. The light delivered by the optical fiber is focused at the entrance mirror and is propagated 24 times through the sampled air mass before exiting the cell. The laser beam is then focused on an external photodiode detector for laser power monitoring (UDT-555UV, OSI Optoelectronics, interference filter at 308-nm, ESCO products). The multi-pass cell is designed with internal square openings allowing the laser beam to go back and forth between the mirrors while trapping scattered photons. Dry nitrogen is continuously flushed through each end of the multi-pass cell to avoid contamination of the mirrors.
A single-pass reference cell is employed to get the maximum spectral overlap between the laser emission and the OH transition. The cell is made out of aluminum and is equipped with 2 suprasil windows for laser beam access. A rotary pump (Leybold D16B, 20 m 3 h −1 ) is used to keep the reference cell under vacuum and a high concentration of hydroxyl radical is produced by thermal dissociation of water-vapor at low pressure using a hot alumel filament. The resulting OH fluorescence is collected by a Hamamatsu photomultiplier tube (H6180-01) equipped with an interference filter at 308-nm (ESCO products).
Gated photon-counting detection
The laser beam encounters the sampled air mass approximately 20-cm below the sampling point to ensure that OH is probed when the rotational temperature has been thermalized to ambient temperature (Stevens et al., 1994; Kanaya et al., 2001) . OH is probed under thermalized conditions for several reasons. (i) The low temperature in the cold zone of the gas expansion may lead to radical scavenging on waterclusters (Hofzumahaus et al., 1996; Creasey et al., 1997) . (ii) The instrumental sensitivity depends on the Boltzmann distribution of OH and the quenching rates of the excited state by N 2 , O 2 and H 2 O. These parameters are strongly dependent on the temperature (Bailey et al., 1997) and geometry variations of the gas expansion may lead to OH sensitivity changes during field measurements. Probing OH in a thermalized region minimizes these issues.
The OH fluorescence is collected by an optical train (Fig. 2 ) at a right angle to the excitation beam through a solid angle that has been approximately doubled by using a concave mirror opposite the detector (100-cm diameter, 40-cm focus lens, Melles Griot). Two coated lenses (f=75-mm, CVI Laser) allow careful imaging and spatial filtering of the fluorescence onto the detector. A band-pass filter centered at 308 nm (Barr Associates, transmission 65%, bandwidth 5nm, OD>5 at other wavelengths), is inserted in the optical train to selectively reduce scattered photons from solar light, red-shifted fluorescence of the walls, and potential fluorescence of other chemical species.
The detection system is shown in Fig. 1 and is composed of a time-gated micro-channel plate photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu R5916U-50), a preamplifier/discriminator (F-100T, Advanced Research Instruments) and a high-speed photon counter (SRS400, Stanford Research Systems). The intense laser light that is scattered when the laser is fired can saturate the micro-channel plate (MCP) and lead to the generation of after-pulses which deteriorate the instrumental sensitivity (Creasey et al., 1998) . To avoid detector saturation, the MCP gain is reduced by a factor of 10 5 during the laser pulse, and switched to the highest gain 60-ns after the laser pulse. The gain is kept high for approximately 1-µs in order to collect most of the OH fluorescence, and is then reduced until the next laser-pulse. The signal from the MCP is amplified and filtered by a pulse-height discriminator that delivers TTL pulses for each detected photon. The photon counter is set with a timing gate using a delay and width for the 2-m long fiber of 130 and 260-ns after the laser pulse. These parameters were optimized to give the best signal-tonoise ratio by discriminating electronic noise and scattered laser-light against the weak OH fluorescence, and are different when the 12-m long fiber is used. Reflection of the laser light between the two ends of the fiber generates a second light pulse which occurs approximately 160-ns later than the main pulse, similar to that observed by Faloona et al. (2004) . In order to reduce the detected scattered light from this secondary pulse, the MCP gain-switch and the photon counting gate are respectively delayed 70 and 90-ns later than that used for the 2-m long fiber.
The photoelectron pulses from the reference channel are detected and quantified by a counter on a National Instrument acquisition board (PCI-6024E). The reference channel signal (reference cell and associated electronics) was observed to cross-talk with the ambient channel (sampling cell and associated electronics) when the reference signal was too high. This issue was fixed by attenuating both the laser light propagated inside the reference cell and the amplitude of the photoelectron pulses. Two different tests are systematically performed during ambient OH measurements to ensure that cross-talking between the counters has been efficiently elim-inated: (i) S OH in the sampling cell is alternatively measured with and without laser excitation inside the reference cell. (ii) S OH is measured during air-zero tests when IU-FAGE is sampling clean air provided by a flow-tube interfaced on the top of the nozzle. During MCMA 2006, none of these tests showed a significant offset in the measured net OH signal.
Automation and field control
IU-FAGE is automated using a combination of GPIG, DAQ (National Instrument, PCI-6024E) and RS232 interfaces. A custom software program coded using LabView (National Instruments) allows monitoring the HO x concentrations in realtime. The program includes several routines to acquire the excitation spectrum of OH, adjust the wavelength to maximize overlap between the laser emission and the OH transition, and perform periodic modulation cycles between onresonance and off-resonance measurements. The program also switches between OH and HO 2 measurements by controlling the NO addition inside the sampling nozzle. A mass flow controller (MKS 1179A) is used to regulate the NO flow, and leakage during OH measurements is prevented by the internal valve of the flow controller and two additional solenoid valves connected in series. At the end of an HO 2 measurement, the valve of the flow controller is immediately closed, 10 s later the first solenoid valve located downstream of the flow controller is turned off, and the second solenoid valve is closed after another 10 s. In a similar manner, a flow of C 3 F 6 can be added to check for potential photolytic interferences during OH measurements. This is discussed in detail in the HO x -specificity section.
The time-resolution is controlled by the photon counter, which sums the detected photons from the ambient channel for 1 s and transfers the data to the computer. This event initiates the acquisition of 1 s averaged parameters such as the signal from the reference channel, the sampling cell pressure, the photodiode signals, NO and C 3 F 6 flow rates, and the signals from ancillary monitors.
Measurement principle
The FAGE instrument is a non-zero background technique and the background signal must be measured to derive the net signal produced by the OH fluorescence. The procedure employed is based on successive modulation cycles during which the wavelength is successively tuned on-resonance and off-resonance with an OH transition. The on-and offresonance measurements are usually acquired for 10-s in order to catch the rapid variation of the background signal due to potential changes in the solar scattered light entering the nozzle (ambient light going through the nozzle).
The Q 1 (3) transition of OH at 308.1541 nm was chosen because the Q 1 (3)-Q 21 (3)-P 1 (1) triplet is easily identified and this transition exhibits one of the strongest absorption cross sections around 308 nm (σ =1.4×10 −16 cm 2 , P=1013 hPa, T =300 K) (Dorn et al., 1995) . In addition, a rapid switching between Q 1 (3) and P 1 (1) allows for a check for potential spectral interferences from other ambient species. The fluorescence is a one photon process that is linear with both the laser power and the OH density, provided that the OH transition is not saturated. Stevens et al. (1994) observed a 10% saturation for the Q 1 (3) transition at 1.4 µJ/cm 2 (assuming a laser beam radius of 0.5 cm). The maximum laser power of 15-mW produced by the IU-FAGE instrument leads to an average value of approximately 6.5-mW of UV light inside the sampling cell when the 2-m long fiber is used. The laser fluence calculated for the maximum laser power is 1.1 µJ/cm 2 (beam radius of 0.5-cm), below the 10%-limit determined by Stevens et al. (1994) . Figure 3 displays a segment of raw data recorded on 15th March 2006 during the MCMA-2006 field campaign. One half of the measurement time is devoted to measuring the background signal, while the remaining time is dedicated to measuring the on-resonance signal. The off-resonance signal is an average of the two backgrounds surrounding the on-resonance measurement (λ on−resonance -0.004 nm and λ on−resonance +0.004 nm). Tests performed in the laboratory have shown that less than 1% of the on-resonance OH signal was measured at the background wavelengths under the working conditions. The net OH signal (S OH ) is inferred from subtracting the off-resonance signal from the on-resonance signal. The advantage of measuring the background as an averaged surrounding off-resonance signal is twofold: (i) The laser power varies slightly with wavelength, which can lead to small differences in the background signal between the on-and offresonance measurements. This may lead to a miscalculation of the net OH signal if the background signal is only measured on one side of the OH transition, especially if the background signal is largely due to scattered laser-light. (ii) Com-paring the two surrounding background signals allows checking for potential spectral interferences which may be induced by other fluorescing species. An interesting example can be found in Martinez et al. (2004) . The authors observed that naphthalene exhibits a transition at a slightly longer wavelength than the Q 1 (2) transition of OH and fluoresce around 308-nm. Potential spectral interferences in the measurements presented here are discussed in the HO x -specificity section.
Hydroperoxy radical measurements are based on the rapid gas-phase reaction of HO 2 with nitric oxide and subsequent detection as OH (R3):
A flow of pure NO (Matheson, better than 99% purity) is added through a loop injector located just below the sampling point after passing though an ascarite trap. The optimum NO flow (1 SCCM) used to convert the HO 2 radicals before the detection axis is a trade-off between the conversion of HO 2 into OH and the removal of OH by reaction with NO (R4). The fraction of HO 2 (C HO2 ) converted into OH is measured during calibration experiments. When NO is added to the sampled air stream, the sum (background+net OH+net HO 2 ) is measured. The net HO 2 signal (S HO2 ) is derived from the subtraction between the net OH signal with NO added and the net OH signal without NO. The radical concentrations are calculated by inverting Eqs. (1) and (2):
Calculating HO x concentrations requires the measurement of S OH , S HO2 and the laser power P w . It also requires the calibration of the detector response towards OH (R OH ) and HO 2 (R HO2 ) which are discussed in the calibration section. R OH represent the number of photon counts per second produced per OH radical and normalized to 1-mW of laser power. The detector response towards HO 2 (R HO2 ) is the product of R OH and the fraction of HO 2 converted into OH (C HO2 ) prior the detection axis (R HO2 =R OH × C HO2 ). The instrumental stability is largely governed by the stability of the laser intensity. Slow drifts are tracked during measurements by monitoring the laser power at the exit of both the dye laser (UV dye ) and the white cell (UV cell ). The ratio UV cell /UV dye is used to track the transmission of the laser light through the optical fiber and the cleanliness of the optics inside the white cell.
Instrument calibration
The accuracy of in situ measurements of OH and HO 2 radicals in the atmosphere is critically dependent on the accuracy of the calibration factor and the potential changes which may occur during field measurements. The sensitivity towards OH depends on the excitation rate (ER) of OH in the rotational level being probed, on the fluorescence yield (FY) of the OH excited state and on the collection efficiency (CE) of the resulting fluorescence (Stevens et al., 1994; Holland et al., 1995; Kanaya et al., 2001) :
The excitation rate (ER) represents how many OH radicals are promoted to the excited state per unit of time. This term is a function of the length of the laser beam overlapping the ambient air stream, L, the operating wavelength, ν, the full widths at half maxima of the molecular (Doppler, ν D ) and laser ( ν L ) lineshapes, the averaged laser power, P w , the pressure inside and outside the sampling cell, P cell and P amb , and the rotational temperature at the detection axis, T. The collection efficiency (CE) represents the fraction of fluorescence collected by the optical train and recorded by the photon counting system. This term depends on the solid angle imaged on the detector, , the transmittance of the optics, T ν , the quantum efficiency of the MCP, η ν , and the fraction of the pulses emitted during the counting gate period, f. With the exception of average laser power, both the excitation rate and the collection efficiency depend on parameters that are kept under control and do not vary during field measurements, except the excitation rate which depends linearly on the averaged laser power. However, simultaneous monitoring of the laser power during HO x measurements allows tracking the excitation rate (ER) and thus R OH .
The fluorescence efficiency (FE) is the ratio of the total lifetime of the OH excited state, τ , and the natural radiative lifetime, τ rad :
The total lifetime depends on τ rad and on the collisional deactivations due to the species q i which quench electronically excited OH by inelastic scattering at a rate k qi :
The fluorescence yield, and thus R OH , depends on the operating pressure and the chemical composition of the sampled air mass. The calibration procedures employed to measure R OH and R HO2 have been described in details elsewhere (Dusanter et al., 2008) and only information relevant to the HO x calibration for MCMA-2006 are given here. Calibrations were performed using two techniques based on fundamentally different approaches. Calibrations using the steady-state O 3alkene technique were done before, during and after the MCMA campaign, while calibrations using the water-vapor UV-photolysis technique were done after the MCMA campaign.
The O 3 -alkene technique relies on the production of a steady-state concentration of OH during the ozonolysis of trans-2-butene in a flow tube at atmospheric pressure. During a calibration, S OH is measured at various alkene concentrations for a constant ozone concentration. R OH is inferred from its relationship with the intercept of a linear regression between 1/S OH and 1/[trans-2-butene] and the values of the rate constants involved in the OH steady-state calculation (Hard et al., 2002; Dusanter et al., 2008) . The water-vapor UV-photolysis technique takes advantage of the photolysis of water-vapor at 184.9-nm in a calibrator at atmospheric pressure. The water-vapor photolysis leads to the production of an equal amount of OH and HO 2 radicals. The concentration of OH radicals is determined using O 2 actinometry to derive the lamp flux and the photolysis time (Dusanter et al., 2008) . Inside the calibrator, OH and HO 2 radicals can be lost through self-and cross-reactions and on the wall of the calibrator. The loss of each radical is measured during the calibration procedure and the calculated concentrations are corrected to reflect the concentration of radicals entering the instrument (Dusanter et al., 2008) .
The sensitivities derived from the steady-state O 3 -alkene technique were found to be consistently lower than that derived from the water-vapor UV-photolysis technique by approximately 40%. Although this difference is within the experimental uncertainties of the techniques, there are a number of possible explanations for this difference (Dusanter et al., 2008) . A likely reason for the discrepancy between the techniques is a systematic error associated with the O 3alkene calibration technique which may be the result of an OH production time-scale that is different between the calibration experiments (140-210 ms) and the scavenger experiments used to derive OH yields from O 3 -alkene reactions (a few minutes to hours) (Atkinson and Aschmann, 1993; Fenske et al., 2000; Kroll et al., 2001b) . The OH yields published in the literature, measured at long reaction times, may be higher than the OH yield produced in the calibration system at short reaction times (Kroll et al., 2001a) . As a result, using the reported OH yield may lead to an underestimation of R OH . Because of the uncertain O 3 -alkene chemistry and the time dependence of the OH yield, only calibrations performed with the water-vapor UV-photolysis technique were used to derive R OH for the IU-FAGE instrument (Dusanter et al., 2008) . Prior to the MCMA-2006 field campaign, laboratory calibrations performed with a 2-m long optical fiber using the O 3 -alkene calibration technique led to a measured R OH of 2.1×10 −6 cts/s/cm −3 /mW in dry air. Similar calibrations were performed using a 12-m long fiber and led to a measured R OH of 9.0×10 −7 cts/s/cm −3 /mW in dry air, which is approximately 2.3 times lower than that obtained from the shorter fiber. This difference is due to a lower transmittance of the laser light through the longer fiber and the use of a delayed counting gate to avoid background scatter due to reflection of the laser off the ends of the fiber (see above).
During the MCMA-2006 campaign, the IU-FAGE instrument was set-up with the 12-m long optical fiber and calibrated using the O 3 -alkene technique. Figure 4 displays six field calibrations and shows the stability of R OH throughout the campaign. The averaged sensitivity measured using this calibration technique was R OH =8.8×10 −7 cts/s/cm −3 /mW in dry air, similar to the calibrations performed before the campaign. This value of R OH for the MCMA-2006 campaign was then corrected to account for the systematic difference of 40% observed between the water-vapor UV-photolysis technique and the steady-state O 3 -alkene technique. R OH was also corrected for its water-dependence using additional calibrations performed after the campaign (Dusanter et al., 2008) . Uncertainties in R OH and R HO2 from the water-vapor UV-photolysis calibration technique are respectively 17% and 18% (Dusanter et al., 2008) , while the precision in the measurements of R OH using the O 3 -alkene technique is 7%. Assuming an additional error of 10% to correct for the systematic difference between the calibration techniques and a propagation of errors in quadrature, the uncertainties on R OH and R HO2 for the MCMA campaign are respectively 21% and 22%.
Specificity of the HO x measurements
Spectral interferences in the measured OH signal may be caused by other fluorescing species, which can be excited and detected around 308-nm. Only species exhibiting a resolved excitation spectrum can interfere with HO x measurements due to the fine rotational structure of OH and the on/offresonance procedure used to derive S OH . The fluorescence generated by species that exhibit broad absorption features is discriminated from the OH fluorescence during the measurement sequence when the laser wavelength is adjusted on-and off-resonance with the narrow OH spectral line. The same amount of spurious fluorescence is recorded during on-and off-measurements and potential interferences are automatically subtracted when the net OH signal is derived. However, chemical species such as naphthalene and formaldehyde exhibit resolved excitation spectra near 308 nm and may interfere with OH measurements. Naphthalene was recently observed to interfere during background measurements when the Q 1 (2) transition of OH is employed . However, published naphthalene excitation spectra around Q 1 (2) and Q 1 (3) show that Q 1 (3) is free of interferences . Ren et al. (2004) investigated potential spectral interferences on the Ground-based Tropospheric Hydrogen Oxides Sensor (GTHOS), developed at Pennsylvania State University (Stevens et al., 1994; Mather et al., 1997; Faloona et al., 2004) , and concluded that formaldehyde does not interfere for OH measurements using the Q 1 (2) transition. It is worth noting that the instrumental response to formaldehyde may be somewhat different for the Q 1 (3) transition. To our knowledge, no other spectral interferences have been reported in the literature for the resonant detection scheme of OH at 308 nm. In the future, instrumental tests will be performed during field measurements to investigate whether potential spectral interferences are present. The spectral properties of the fluorescing species, excitation spectrum and lifetime of the excited state, will be monitored using an automated sequence. The recorded parameters will be compared to that expected for the OH radical to provide quantitative evidence that the detected signal arises solely from the OH radical. Unfortunately, the sensitivity of the instrument prevented implementation of these tests during the MCMA-2006 field campaign.
Additional interferences with measurements of ambient OH radicals can arise from OH radicals generated in the lowpressure region of the FAGE apparatus. Chemical species that absorb the laser light during measurements may decompose and produce OH directly (HONO→OH+NO for example) and indirectly (the O 3 -water interference mentioned above). This artificial OH is then detected within the same laser pulse that produced it. Ren et al. (2004) investigated potential photolytic interferences from HONO (up to 5 ppb), H 2 O 2 (up to 120 ppb), HNO 3 (up to 50 ppb) and acetone (up to 200 ppm) on the GTHOS instrument and concluded that none of these species were able to generate significant interferences. Note that the concentrations used during those tests were higher than that observed during MCMA-2006. Photolytic production of OH can be investigated during field measurements using two different on-line tests: (i) In contrast to the detection of ambient OH, which is a one photon process, the detection of laser-generated OH requires two photons to successively produce and detect an OH molecule. Providing that the OH absorption transition is not saturated, the one-photon process will exhibit a linear dependence with the averaged laser power. In addition, providing that the absorption transition of the interfering species is not saturated, the two-photon process will exhibit a quadratic dependence for a direct production of OH (such as HONO→OH+NO). If OH is generated during complex kinetics involving competing secondary reactions at the detection axis, a scaling exponent different than 2 may be observed. In order to determine whether laser-generated OH is produced in the detection region, the OH concentration is successively measured at various laser powers, assuming that ambient OH concentrations do not vary significantly between the measurements. (ii) A second test is based on chemical modulation of OH by adding a scavenger (C 3 F 6 ) during the sampling stage (Dubey et al., 1996) . The scavenger concentration is adjusted to remove ambient OH prior to the air sample reaching the detection region. Laser-generated OH produced and detected within the same laser pulse will not be removed efficiently due to the short reaction time and can be easily identified.
Thermal decomposition of an unstable species inside the low-pressure cell may also produce OH. A possible example is the unimolecular decomposition of Criegee intermediates produced from the reaction of O 3 with alkenes, producing OH radicals at low pressure (Kroll et al., 2001a) . This spurious OH would exhibit a linear dependence with the laser power. As a result this interference can not be detected by changes in the laser intensity. However, a change in the chemical modulation efficiency could indicate the production of OH from a non-photolytic source. The chemical modulation efficiency can be defined as one minus the ratio between the OH signal remaining after reaction with the chemical reagent and the OH signal monitored without reagent flowing. The chemical modulation efficiency depends on instrumental parameters such as the concentration of the chemical reagent (C 3 F 6 ) inside the sampling cell, the internal pressure and the transit time between the sampling point and the detection zone. This parameter can be characterized under the working conditions of the FAGE apparatus for various concentrations of reagent using an interference-free source of OH radicals such as the photolysis of water-vapor. During ambient measurements, if OH is produced in the sampling cell by decomposition of unstable species, the chemical modulation efficiency should appear lower than that observed during laboratory measurements.
The IU-FAGE instrument was equipped with the chemical modulation test before the MCMA campaign, with addition of C 3 F 6 through the same injector used for NO injec- tion. However, difficulties associated with the NO injection system during the campaign required disabling the C 3 F 6 injection system. The absence of this automated test makes it difficult to rule out interferences during the MCMA campaign. However, several points suggest that the level of such interferences were low compared to ambient OH concentrations: (i) The IU-FAGE instrument is based on a similar design to GTHOS , which was deployed in a similar polluted environment without interference issues during MCMA-2003 (Shirley et al., 2006 . In addition, the IU-FAGE instrument uses a lower laser power than GTHOS to detect OH, suggesting lower potential photolytic interferences. (ii) Tests performed before the MCMA-2006 campaign (including C 3 F 6 tests on ambient measurements) suggest that the IU-FAGE instrument was free of photolytic interferences. (iii) Over the course of the campaign, the laser power decreased from 15.8 to 2.2-mW. If a laser generated interference was present, it would be expected that its contribution to the OH signal would decrease by a factor of approximately 50 during the campaign. However, measured OH concentrations did not exhibit a significant trend as the laser power decreased (Fig. 5) , strongly suggesting that the measurements are free of photolytic interferences.
Potential interferences can be investigated during intercomparison studies involving instruments based on different techniques. Unfortunately, there have been relatively few intercomparisons of OH measurement techniques . These intercomparisons have involved DOAS, CIMS and FAGE instruments, and show relatively good agreement Dusanter et al., 2008) . These studies give confidence regarding the low level of interferences of the FAGE technique. Fig. 6 . Calibration of the spurious OH produced during HO 2 measurements in clean air. S OH was measured at various laser power and various NO flows during the MCMA-2006 field campaign. S OH was found to be linear with NO and was therefore normalized to 1 SCCM of NO. The circles display all the measurements performed on nine different days during the campaign. The black line is a non-linear fit of the measurements using a power function.
Hydroperoxy radical measurements using FAGE are based on the rapid gas-phase titration of HO 2 by nitric oxide, which produces one molecule of OH per molecule of HO 2 reduced. The amount of OH produced during the titration step is then quantified by laser-induced fluorescence. As a consequence of the addition of high amounts of NO inside the sampling cell, secondary chemistry may lead to the production of spurious OH. These secondary reactions include the laserphotolysis of impurities present in the NO mixture and laserphotolysis of chemical species produced in the sampling cell. Artificial OH may also be generated by bimolecular reactions involving NO. Note that photo or thermal decomposition of chemical species formed in the atmosphere is unlikely to produce interferences during HO 2 measurements. If such interferences were present, their impact would be observed during OH measurements. Since HO 2 concentrations are generally much higher than OH (10 to 100 times), an interference observed at the ambient OH level would be insignificant at the ambient HO 2 level.
Tests performed during MCMA-2006 indicated that an interference was present during HO 2 measurements due to the addition of NO inside the sampling cell. We observed a signal showing a power dependence with the laser power and a linear dependence with the NO concentration, characteristic of a multi-photon process. This interference, probably caused by photolysis of unknown impurities in the NO mixture, has not been identified but was quantified during the MCMA campaign by performing zero-air tests. A flow-tube was attached to the sampling nozzle and the laser-generated OH was measured in clean air with NO flowing through the injector. Tests performed showed an excellent linearity between the detected signal and the NO flow. The net sig-nal was normalized to 1-SCCM of NO and plotted against the laser power as shown in Fig. 6 . The signal exhibits a clear dependence on the laser power, characterized by an exponent of 3.80±0.07 (1σ , N=36 values). The exponential factor is higher than the expected quadratic dependence on laser power due to a two-photon process such as the O 3water interference, and is likely the result of complex kinetics involving competing secondary reactions in the detection zone. Further laboratory tests will be performed to resolve this issue. However, the calibration curve shown in Fig. 6 allows quantification of the OH interference produced during HO 2 measurements, and this curve was used to correct the net HO 2 signal measured during the MCMA campaign. Corrections were in the range 5-60% on a daily average with the highest impact for days when HO 2 concentrations were low and a high laser power was used. In general, this correction was usually below 35%. The additional error due to this interference was included in the estimates of the precision of the HO 2 measurement.
Other potential interferences during tropospheric HO 2 measurements have been discussed in several publications (Stevens et al., 1994; Hard et al., 1995; Faloona et al., 2000; Martinez et al., 2003; Ren et al., 2004; Ren et al., 2006; Kanaya et al., 2007) . One potential interference involves the conversion of ambient organic peroxy radicals (RO 2 ) to HO 2 inside the sampling cell. RO 2 radicals can react with NO leading to the production of HO 2 through a two-step mechanism (R5, R6):
The chemical reaction between RO 2 and NO leads to the formation of alkoxyl radicals (RO), which can decompose and/or react with oxygen to produce HO 2 . However, numerical simulations (Stevens et al., 1994) and laboratory characterization have shown that the rate of HO 2 formation from RO+O 2 is too slow under the reduced pressure conditions inside the FAGE cell to generate significant concentrations of HO 2 from ambient RO 2 . Interference levels lower than 2% have been characterized by these authors. Another potential interference involves thermal dissociation of peroxynitric acid (HO 2 NO 2 ) and others peroxynitrates leading to the production of HO 2 radicals in the sampling cell. Previous studies have found that this type of interference is negligible under polluted conditions (100 ppb of NO 2 ) (Hard et al., 1995) . In addition, thermal dissociation of HO 2 NO 2 in a FAGE instrument was found to be negligible during aircraft measurements (Faloona et al., 2000) . Production of OH from a chemical reaction between HO 2 NO 2 and NO was recently proposed as another potential HO x interference (Kanaya et al., 2007) . The authors argued that a conversion of 1% of HO 2 NO 2 to OH would be enough to double the measured HO 2 signal since the HO 2 NO 2 /HO 2 ratio was as high as 100 during the IMPACT IV field campaign. On a median basis for MCMA-2006 between 08:40 and noon, measured HO 2 concentrations ranged from 6.5 to 13×10 7 cm −3 while model estimated concentrations of HO 2 NO 2 are in the range 5-10×10 8 cm −3 (Dusanter et al., 2009) . Assuming a model-calculated [HO 2 NO 2 ] at noon of approximately 2×10 9 cm −3 , a HO 2 NO 2 -to-OH conversion of 1% would lead to an estimated interference of 2×10 7 cm −3 , approximately 10% of the observed median HO 2 concentration measured at noon. A conversion efficiency of 3% would lead to an estimated interference of 6×10 7 cm −3 , which could account for 30% of the observed HO 2 signal. Although there have been no reported measurements of a reaction that converts peroxynitrates to OH under high NO x conditions, additional studies are required to address this potential interference.
Intercomparison studies involving instruments based on different techniques for the measurement of HO 2 are sparse. HO 2 measurements were performed simultaneously by a FAGE and a MI-ESR (Matrix Isolation-Electron Spin Resonance) instruments during the BERLIOZ field campaign (Platt et al., 2002) . A linear regression of the FAGE measurements vs. the MI-ESR measurements exhibits a slope of 1.03±0.08 and an intercept of 0.15±0.47 (R 2 =0.94). Note that NO x concentrations were in the range 2-16 ppb. An intercomparison between a FAGE and a CIMS instruments was performed at a rural site in Pennsylvania (Ren et al., 2003a) where ambient HO 2 concentrations were measured for 4 days under NO x concentrations ranging from 4 to 7 ppb. A linear regression of the measured HO 2 concentrations resulted in a slope of 0.96 and a statically insignificant intercept of 0.60 ppt (R 2 =0.85). Recently, a FAGE instrument modified to measure RO 2 +HO 2 was compared to a MI-ESR instrument measuring the sum of peroxy radicals in the atmospheric simulation chamber SAPHIR (Fuchs et al., 2008 ). An excellent agreement was observed between the two techniques under low levels of NO x . The three intercomparison studies mentioned above give confidence in ambient measurements of HO 2 using the FAGE instruments deployed in the field.
Instrument performance
The overall performance of IU-FAGE in terms of precision and limit of detection depends on the calibrated sensitivity, the stability of the laser power, and the various sources of noise that contribute to the background signal. The latter is detected in absence of OH fluorescence and is a combination of dark noise, electronic noise, and scattered photons from solar light and the laser beam. Dark noise is inherent to the detector and its contribution to the background signal is negligible. Electronic noise was reduced by careful design of the detection system and its contribution does not limit the performances of IU-FAGE. Prompt scattering of the excitation photons is the primary component of the background signal that deteriorates the detection limit of OH. Scattered Photons from gaseous molecules (Rayleigh), particles (Mie) and reflections on the wall of the sampling cell are minimized by working at low pressure, careful baffling of the laser path, anodized inner surfaces and a gated detection system. Instrument performance can be expressed using three quantities: the measurement precision, the detection limit and the total uncertainty. The precision is governed by rapid variations of the background signal due to laser power fluctuations, changes in Rayleigh and Mie scattering efficiency, and changes in solar scattered light. The precision, σ p , is defined by the standard deviation of the background signal integrated during t seconds at N samples/second:
Equation (6) assumes that the number of points acquired (N×t) is similar for the on-resonance and the off-resonance signals as shown by the factor of 2 1/2 . Using photon counting techniques, the standard deviation of the background signal follows a Poisson distribution and σ bkg is equal to the square root of the background signal. However, investigations of the IU-FAGE background signal have shown that its distribution does not follow Poisson statistics. Figure 7 shows two segments of data taken during laboratory and field measurements, and shows that the background signal distribution is better represented by a Normal distribution. The reason for this is likely the result of normal-distributed fluctuations from rapid variations of the laser power and the scattering efficiency of the sampled air mass when the background signal distribution is investigated on a long time period. As a consequence, the precision of our measurements for the MCMA campaign was calculated using Normal statistics. It is worth noting that using a Poisson distribution would improve the measurement precision but would lead to an obvious underestimation of the measurement error. The detection limit is the lowest OH concentration required to observe a net OH signal that is above the precision for a given signal to noise ratio (SNR):
The total uncertainty for an OH measurement depends on the precision (σ p ), the uncertainty of the calibrated sensitivity R OH , the uncertainty of the R OH water-dependence and the uncertainties of the measured ambient water mixing ratios and laser power. Laboratory characterizations performed before the MCMA campaign shown that the IU-FAGE instrument, set-up with the 12-m long fiber, is capable of detecting 3.9×10 5 molecule/cm 3 at a signal to noise ratio of 1, an averaged laser power of 10-mW and a signal integration time of 5-min (on-resonance+off-resonance measurements). The calibration accuracies (1σ ) are ±17% for OH and ±18% for HO 2 using the water photolysis calibration technique. However, during the MCMA-2006 campaign, the IU-FAGE instrument was prone to a large, unknown electronic noise which deteriorated the instrument performance. The observed minimum detectable concentration displayed in Table 2 varied from 6.9×10 5 to 3.3×10 6 molecule/cm 3 for a laser power ranging between 15 and 2 mW and an integration time of 7.5 to 30-min. Improved shielding and grounding of the detection system will be employed for future field deployments to reduce this interference.
Deployment of IU-FAGE during MCMA-2006
The Mexico City Metropolitan Area 2006 (MCMA-2006) field campaign was one of four components of MILAGRO (Megacity Initiative: Local And Global Research Observations) intended to collect scientific information on the impact of megacity emissions on local, regional and global scales. The Mexico City Metropolitan Area was chosen as a case study for several reasons. Mexico City is the second largest megacity in the world and is characterized by high emissions of VOCs and NO x . Mexico City lies at a sub-tropical latitude and an elevated altitude of 2240-m, resulting in an active photochemical environment. As a result, chemical processing of the primary pollutants in the MCMA basin gives rise to secondary pollutants such as O 3 , whose concentration exceed air quality standards more than 300 days a year (Raga and Raga, 2000; Molina and Molina, 2002) . More information about recent MCMA field studies can be found in and references therein.
Only details pertinent to the HO x measurements performed by the IU-FAGE instrument are given in the following sections. Qualitative observations are provided to help understand the behavior of HO x concentrations in polluted environments. Comparisons between model-predicted and measured HO x concentrations and an assessment of the radical budget during MCMA-2006 will be presented in a separate publication (Dusanter et al., 2009 ).
O 3 , NO x and J-values measurements
Measurements of radiative parameters and long-lived species, characterizing HO x sources (photolysis rate constants, O 3 , HCHO, CH 3 CHO, HONO, CHOCHO, HNO 3 ), sinks (NO x , SO 2 , CO, VOCs), and meteorological parameters were measured at the Instituto Mexicano del Petroleo (T0 site). Only measurements pertinent for this study are briefly described below.
Measurements of O 3 , NO x and J-values were performed on the roof of the building 32 at T0, collocated to IU-FAGE. O 3 was monitored using a commercial monitor (Teledyne 400E) based on UV absorption whose calibration was performed against a photometric O 3 calibrator (API, M401) before and after the MCMA field campaign. Measurements of NO x (Thermo Environmental) were performed using a commercial monitor from RAMA based on chemiluminescence of NO 2 . Uncertainty and detection limits for 10-min average are 10% (1σ ) and 0.1 ppb (1σ ) respectively for O 3 , NO and NO 2 measurements. Photolysis frequencies for NO 2 → NO+O( 3 P), O 3 →O( 1 D) +O 2 , HONO→HO+NO, HCHO→H+HCO and HCHO→H 2 +CO were directly measured using a spectroradiometer as described for MCMA-2003 (Volkamer et al., 2007 . Uncertainties are estimated to be 25% for J(O 1 D) and 15% for J(NO 2 ), J(HONO) and J(HCHO). 
HO x measurements
Atmospheric OH and HO 2 concentrations were measured between 14th and 31st March. The laser system and associated electronics were located inside an annex on the roof of Building 32 at T0 as shown in Fig. 8 . The sampling cell was located on the roof of this annex and was set-up using the 12-m long optical fiber. As mentioned in the Instrument performance section, the precision of the HO x measurements during the campaign was degraded by electronic noise at this site, and an averaging time of 7-30 min was necessary to achieve a reasonable detection limit ranging from 6.9×10 5 to 3.3×10 6 molecule cm −3 at SNR=1 for OH. Table 2 shows that 79.4% of the data points recorded from 14 to 31 March are higher than the limit of detection (S/N=1). HO 2 concentrations were 10-100 times higher than OH and an averaging time of 15-s is sufficient to get a detection limit in the range 4.4×10 6 to 2.8×10 7 molecules cm −3 . OH and HO 2 were not measured simultaneously, as only one detection axis was used to measure both radicals. HO 2 was measured for 15-s every 15-min (14-15 March) and every and OH was measured during the remaining time using 10s modulation cycles. The calibration accuracies (1σ ) are 21% for OH and 22% for HO 2 , taking into account the additional error introduced by the correction from the systematic difference observed between the steady-state O 3 -alkene and the water-vapor UV-photolysis calibration techniques, as discussed in the Calibration section.
The time series of measured OH concentrations and its median profile for all measurements are displayed in Figs. 9-11, together with measured J(O 1 D) values. These figures show that OH exhibits a diurnal pattern, which follows the solar actinic flux. The maximum OH concentration observed from day to day varied between 2.0×10 6 and 1.5×10 7 molecule cm −3 . On a median basis (Fig. 11) , OH peaked near 4.6×10 6 molecule cm −3 at noon (CST). Note that high levels of OH (usually above 5×10 6 cm −3 ) are clearly observed on 16th, 18th and 21st March between 09:30-11:00 a.m. (Fig. 9 ). This suggests that efficient HO x sources and/or a fast radical propagation under the high NO x conditions of the MCMA exist during the morning hours. This is consistent with the intense morning photochemistry observed during MCMA-2003 (Shirley et al., 2006 Volkamer et al., 2007) . OH concentrations decrease with J(O 1 D) in the late afternoon and remain at a significant level of 0.7-1.5×10 6 molecule cm −3 between 05:00 and 07:00 p.m. (CST). This may be the result of the HO 2 conversion into OH through its reaction with NO and/or the ozonolysis of unsaturated compounds which are known to yield OH, HO 2 and RO 2 radicals (Paulson and Orlando, 1996) .
A time series and the median diurnal profile of the measured HO 2 concentrations are also displayed in Figs. 9-11. The dependence of HO 2 concentrations on the solar actinic flux is less evident than that for OH. The maximum daily HO 2 concentration ranged from 5.6×10 7 to 4.5×10 8 molecule cm −3 . In addition, peak concentrations up to 6.5×10 8 molecule cm −3 , were also observed on March 28th and 31st during morning hours. The diurnal median profile of HO 2 peaks at 1.9×10 8 molecule cm −3 and occurs approximately one hour later than OH. The later peak of HO 2 in urban environments with respect to J(O 1 D) has been observed previously in several studies and is likely related to high NO x emissions during the morning rush-hour suppressing the production of HO 2 as well as O 3 Martinez et al., 2003; Ren et al., 2003b; Shirley et al., 2006) . Figure 12 also displays measurements of NO, NO 2 and O 3 sampled within 50-100 cm of the IU-FAGE nozzle. The median NO mixing ratio was more than 200 ppb around 07:00 a.m. and decreased slowly during the morning and early afternoon.
Photolysis of O 3 at short wavelengths and the subsequent reaction of the photoproduct O( 1 D) with water-vapor (R1-R2) is the major source of RO x (OH+HO 2 +RO 2 ) radicals in the remote-rural troposphere and J(O 1 D) can be considered as an indicator for the total photolytic production of odd hydrogen radicals. However, photolysis of other oxygenated species such as HONO, glyoxal, methylglyoxal and other dicarbonyl species can also contribute to the RO x production in urban environments. The contribution of these species to the production of RO x has been found to be important relative to O 3 photolysis in the MCMA (Volkamer et al., 2007) . Note that like HONO, these species are photolysed at wavelengths longer than 330-nm, and as a result J(HONO) is expected to be a better proxy than J(O 1 D) to describe the total photolytic production of RO x in this environment. However, the observed correlation of the measured OH concentration with J(HONO) is not significantly better than the observed correlation between OH and J(O 1 D). Figure 13 displays the correlation plots between measured OH and J(HONO) and J(O 1 D) that illustrates the OH dependence on the photolytic production of radicals in MCMA-2006. The low correlation coefficient (R 2 =0.199 for J(HONO), R 2 =0.163 for J(O 1 D)) indicates that less than 20% of the variance of OH can be explained by variations in J(HONO) or J(O 1 D). A large part of this variance can be attributed to the OH measurement precision and to a lesser extent to the variability of the atmospheric chemical composition (HONO, dicarbonyl species, O 3 , NO) for similar J-values. Figure 13 also displays OH measurements performed under high and low NO x conditions. Under the high concentrations of NO x observed during MCMA-2006, both OH and HO 2 are expected to decrease with increasing NO under conditions where the production rate of the radicals is constant (Martinez et al., 2003; Ren et al., 2003b) . In the MCMA, the morning production of HO x is mainly controlled by photolysis of HONO and to a smaller extent by photolysis of glyoxal, methyl glyoxal and unsaturated dicarbonyl species (Volkamer et al., 2007; Dusanter et al., 2009) This sparse agreement between measurement and model illustrates the difficulty in characterizing the complex HO x chemistry of polluted environments. Table 1 indicates that the production of HO x radicals under polluted conditions is sometimes controlled by the photolysis of O 3 (BERLIOZ, SOS), as in remote environments. However, processes such as HONO photolysis (LAFRE, PM-TACs) and non-photolytic O 3 -alkene reactions (PUMA) can also dominate HO x production in urban environments. The wide variety of HO x sources and sinks involved in urban environments makes it difficult to determine the radical budget in these areas. Table 1 indicates that OH measurements for the summer campaigns lay in a short range of concentrations from 2 to 9×10 6 cm −3 , with the exception of PMTAC and SOS where OH concentrations as high as 20×10 6 cm −3 were observed on some days. It is interesting to note that high nighttime OH and HO 2 concentrations were also frequently observed during these two campaigns, in contrast to the other urban field measurements. This may suggest the contribution of additional HO x sources for the latter two studies. This qualitative behavior suggests that the increased primary loss of OH, due to increasing NO x and VOCs concentrations, is often offset by higher secondary production rates of HO x radicals due to photolytic reactions of oxygenated species, reactions between O 3 and alkenes and the production of OH from the rapid HO 2 conversion by NO.
Comparison with previous urban measurements
The HO 2 /OH ratio reflects the partitioning between OH and HO 2 , which depends on the processes that interconvert the radicals. In contrast to absolute concentrations of HO x , this ratio does not depend on the production and termination rates of the radicals. As a consequence, HO 2 /OH is an interesting indicator of the cycling of RO x (OH+HO 2 +RO 2 ) radicals that can be used as a measure of the efficiency of radical propagation. Measured HO 2 /OH ratios as a function of NO are displayed in Fig. 15 
Observed HO 2 /OH ratios varied from 1 to 120 during MCMA-2006, while measured NO mixing ratios were in the range 1-120 ppb for these calculations. These ratios are similar to that measured in previous campaigns (Table 1) and appear to decrease as NO increases. It is interesting to compare the results from MCMA-2003 and where the HO 2 /OH ratios were measured in the same city, but at different locations and 3 years apart. The measured ratios during 2006 are generally smaller than that measured in 2003 for a similar NO mixing ratio (typical HO 2 /OH ratios of 40 at 10 ppb of NO during MCMA-2003) . This result is consistent with the lower concentrations of CO observed during 2006 (median peak CO of 2600 ppb in 2003 (Shirley et al., 2006) compared to a median 1600 ppb for CO in 2006), although the total level of VOCs was similar during the two campaigns (median peak of 1500 ppbc in 2003 (Shirley et al., 2006) compared to a median of 1600 ppbc for VOCs in 2006). However, median NO x levels were generally 3 times lower in 2003 compared to 2006. The gross rate of instantaneous O x (O 3 +NO 2 ) production, P(O x ) in Eq. (10), is driven by radical propagation and is also a good indicator of the cycling between OH and peroxy radicals:
In this equation, RO2+NO represents the yield of RO+NO 2 from RO 2 +NO. Figure 16 displays P(O x ) values calculated from 30-min median measurements of HO 2 and NO between 14 and 31 March. Note that these calculations only account for the NO-to-NO 2 oxidation rate due to HO 2 , as they only use the first term on the right side of Eq. (10). For comparison with MCMA-2003, net instantaneous rate of O 3 production by HO 2 was also calculated using the formalism adopted by Shirley et al. (2006) , using only the first and third terms in Eq. (11) The difference between Eq. (10) and (11) is the subtraction of the HNO 3 production rate from OH+NO 2 , done to account for the fraction of NO 2 formed that does not lead to O 3 production. However, note that using only OH, HO 2 and NO x measurements in Eq. (11) likely leads to an underestimation of the O 3 production that can be attributed to HO 2 since the subtraction account for the NO 2 molecules formed during the oxidation of NO by all the peroxy radicals and not only HO 2 . P(O x ) from Eq. (10) and P(O 3 ) from Eq. (11) display similar patterns and only P(O 3 ) is discussed below. P(O 3 ) was as high as 80 ppb/h in the early morning (08:30-10:00 CST) and decreased to 31 ppb/h around noon, reaching a minimum of 3-4 ppb/h in the late afternoon (17:00-18:00 CST). The high P(O 3 ) values observed before solar noon are consistent with those observed in other urban environments (Martinez et al., 2003; Ren et al., 2003c; Shirley et al., 2006) . P(O 3 ) values calculated for MCMA-2003 (Shirley et al., 2006 were about a factor of two lower than that for 2006. However, the agreement is better when using the revised HO x dataset for MCMA-2003 (Mao et al., 2009 ). These P(O 3 ) values calculated for MCMA-2003 are similar to that calculated for MCMA-2006 from 08:00 to 12:00 CST while P(O 3 ) values for MCMA-2006 are a factor 2 lower from 12:00 to 18:00.
The instantaneous production of O 3 estimated from the HO 2 measurements described above appears to be inconsistent with the observed O 3 concentrations, and may suggest an interference with the measured concentrations of HO 2 . However, while surface ozone concentrations [O 3 ] and instantaneous ozone production P(O 3 ) are strongly linked together, these two parameters are characterized by different temporal and spatial scales. Measured O 3 concentrations, which depend on the history of the air mass being sampled, reflect an integration of P(O 3 ) over a large spatial scale and a long timescale. The calculations of instantaneous ozone production presented here do not take these issues into account, which are critical in the conversion of P(O 3 ) into an amount of ozone eventually produced. In order to relate measured surface O 3 concentrations and calculated instantaneous P(O 3 ), one may assume that P(O 3 ) is uniform throughout the MCMA. However, this assumption may be unrealistic since instantaneous P(O 3 ) is governed by local chemistry and may vary with the spatial and temporal distribution of NO x , VOCs and HO x sources and sinks over the MCMA. In addition, surface O 3 concentrations depend on physical and meteorological processes such as dry deposition, vertical and horizontal mixing and changes in the Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) height. Clearly additional measurements are needed to resolve this issue.
Conclusions
A new instrument capable of measuring tropospheric OH and HO 2 concentrations by laser-induced fluorescence at low pressure has been developed and was deployed for the first time during the MCMA-2006 field campaign. Although experimental difficulties degraded the instrument's performance, diurnal concentration profiles of OH and HO 2 were successfully measured in Mexico City. At the present time, the minimum detectible OH is limited by the scattered laser light inside the sampling cell. Inorganic black coating and a lower internal pressure will be tested to improve the detection limit. In addition, the laser system and the propagation of the laser light will be optimized to increase the laser power inside the sampling cell. An on-line calibration system will be added to track potential daily variations of the instrument sensitivity during the day. Several automated tests will also be added in order to check for potential interferences during field measurements. First, measurements will be systematically performed as a function of laser power to test for laser generated OH. Second, measurements will be performed using both the Q 1 (3) and the P 1 (1) transition of OH to check for potential spectral interferences on a specific transition, in addition to an on-line analysis of the background signals acquired at different wavelengths. Third, measurements will be performed at various laser-repetition rates to check for potential recirculation and double-pulsing of the same air mass.
During the MCMA-2006 field campaign, maximum median OH and HO 2 concentrations were measured to be 4.6×10 6 cm −3 and 1.9×10 8 cm −3 , respectively, during the day. These concentrations are consistent with previous measurements performed in other urban areas. A more detailed analysis of these results, including model comparisons, will be presented in a companion paper.
